If a normal simple algebra A has a special structural property, it is of interest to inquire whether every finite scalar extension AK also has this property. We shall make such an inquiry here where the property assumed for A is equality of exponent and index.
It suffices to consider only separable and purely inseparable fields K. Roughly stated, our result for separable extensions of finite degree is that preservation of the property in question depends only on whether it is preserved for scalar extension fields which are cyclic of prime degree. In the case of purely inseparable extensions the problem is immediately reducible to the case of such extensions of prime degree p, where p is the characteristic of the field. There remains the question whether such extensions always preserve equality of exponent and index, and we shall answer this question in the negative by means of an example. Every ^-algebra over a field of degree of imperfection 2 unity has equal index and exponent.
3 The example mentioned above, however, shows that for every integer r > 1 there exists a modular field of degree of imperfection r such that not all the ^-algebras (p = 2) over this field have exponent equal to index.
Exponent reduction factor.
If A is any normal simple algebra of exponent p over F, the exponent of any scalar extension A K is a divisor a of p =OT. The integer r may be called the exponent reduction factor of A relative to K. This concept is analogous to that of index reduction factor and gives rise to a theorem analogous to that for index reduction factors. THEOREM 1. Let A be a normal simple algebra over F } and K bean algebraic extension of degree q over F. Then the exponent reduction factor of A relative to K is a divisor of q.
PROOF. The direct power A" has exponent r and K as splitting field. Now r divides the index fi of A*, and JU, divides the degree q of the splitting field K. Hence r divides q. PROOF. We simply apply Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. Since the degree of L over K is prime to p, the index and exponent of AK are the same, respectively, as those of AL. NOW A L = (A LQ )L and A LQ has index and exponent both equal to p n since L 0 has degree h over W. By assumption AL X has equal index and exponent. But L\ is a separable finite extension of F and L 2 is cyclic of degree p over L\ so that AL 2 has equal index and exponent. A finite number of steps of this sort completes the proof.
Every finite extension of a field W has the form
where each Qi is purely inseparable of prime degree q over Q»_i, q the characteristic of F, and Q 0 is separable over W. If q^p, the index and exponent of AQ are the same as those of AK, the type of scalar extension considered in Theorem 3. If q = p, we obtain an analogue of Theorem 3, applying to all finite extension fields Q f by allowing W to vary over all finite extensions of F, and assuming that A Q has equal index and exponent not only for all fields Q which are cyclic of degree p over W but also for all fields Q which are purely inseparable of degree p. It follows that every AQ has index equal to exponent, Q any finite extension of F.
3. Purely inseparable extensions. Let P be either the prime field of characteristic two or a field obtained from this prime field by adjunction of a finite number of independent indeterminates. Let Xo and x be independent indeterminates over P, and F = P(x 0 j x). We shall construct an example of a cyclic algebra
over F with the properties described in Theorem 4 below. To select the cyclic extension Z we first consider F 0 = P(x 0 ). The equation X 2 = X+x 0 is irreducible over JF 0 » hence defines 5 a cyclic field Yo = Fo(0 of degree two over JF 0 , and Fo is contained in a field Z 0 which is cyclic of degree four over Fo. Now Z = Z 0 (x) is cyclic of degree four over F=F 0 (x) Letting a=ai%+a 2l &=ft£+ft with ai and ft in F 0 we find that (6) is equivalent to the pair of equations 2 2 ft + Pi + %0 = «1*0, (7) 2 2 ft + 02 + 1 = *o(«2 + 01 + tfo). Let (8) a,-= /x*/£*-> ft = Vi/biy i = 1, 2, be expressions for the a t -and ft as quotients of relatively prime polynomials in P[XQ] with denominators 8* and 8/ all monic (i.e., having leading coefficients unity). Substituting in (7i) we find that 8/ = Si so that (7i) is equivalent to 2 2 2 v\ + v±8i + *o8i = #oMi-This equation shows that h is prime to XQ. Now substituting from (8) in (7 2 ) we are led to the equation 2 / /2 /2 2 2 2 2 (9) V2 + V2h + h = 0CQÔ2 GMl + ^2 + X 0 Ô 1 Ô 2 )/ô 2 Ôi.
We observe from (9) that b% divides XoSiS/ 2 , and since Si is prime to x 0 , it follows that if ô 2 has a factor x 0 so does §2'. Thus in any case the right side of (9) is a polynomial divisible by XQ. If the constant terms of *>2 and ô 2 ' are v and ô, respectively, we see then that the left side of (9) has constant term J> 2 +J>Ô + Ô 2 = 0. Further, v and ô cannot both be zero since V2 and ô 2 ' are relatively prime. The equation X 2 +X +1 = 0 thus has a solution À = z>ô~1 or X = bv~l in P. On the other hand this equation has no solution in the field P, and this contradiction establishes the lemma.
THEOREM 4. There exists a cyclic algebra D of index and exponent four over an appropriate field F of characteristic two, and a purely inseparable extension K of degree two over F, such that DK has index four and exponent two.
To make the proof we first represent D = (Z, 5, XQX) by a set of fourrowed matrices with elements in Z. We have contrary to the result stated in Lemma 2. This contradiction completes the proof. Let r be any integer greater than unity, and let P be obtained from its prime subfield Po by adjunction of r-~ 2 independent indeterminates. Then F is obtained from the perfect field P 0 by adjunction of r indeterminates, F and K are said to be fields of degree of imperfection r, and we have the following result. This is in contrast to the case r=l for which every ^-algebra is known to be cyclic with equal index and exponent. One may note, finally, that much of the work above is valid when the characteristic is any prime p, and it seems likely that the remaining details can be carried through for this generalized case.
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